
7 4  20 Disciplinary Strategies for Working With Challenging Students

Use of “I Messages” and “You Messages”: Teachers must instruct students how to use “I 
messages” when discussing a conflict with others, in order to not make their opponent 
feel defensive. Show the students that if they wish to have more influence over what hap-
pens, then “I messages” are more effective. The teacher can do this through modeling 
what not to do. She might begin by discussing a conflict she has with a student using “You 
messages.” In such a case, the student is likely to feel defensive, and the teacher might 
then discuss the same conflict using “I messages.” Have the students note how they feel 
in that later example. 

Reflective Listening: Reflective listening, sometimes referred to as active listening, involves 
an intentional effort to understand the perspective of others rather than merely plan-
ning a defensive response to others’ perspectives. The teacher should instruct students to 
actively listen without forming a response at the same time. In such cases, students are 
likely to better understand their opponents in a conflict.

Brainstorming: Brainstorming involves groups of students trying to get all possible ideas on 
resolving the conflict on the table for discussion. Teachers should emphasize that during 
the brainstorming step, she will not allow critiques of any ideas. The goal of this step is 
merely to get all possible ideas out there for later discussion. 

Taking Responsibility: Some students do not know how to take responsibility for nega-
tive behaviors. They may believe that if they do take such responsibility, then they are 
somehow affirming their own worthlessness in general. Those students can benefit from 
specific training in how to take responsibility. Teaching specific, positive statements can 
be beneficial for many of those students. For example, teaching students the following 
statement can sometimes allow them to take responsibility for something negative: “I’m 
usually a good guy, and most folks like me, but sometimes I might mess up. I may have 
made a mistake when I. . . .” 

In the conflict resolution process, the teacher should encourage and celebrate such 
statements. The teacher might reinforce such a statement by saying, “That was a coura-
geous thing to say. Thanks for saying that.”

Conflict Resolution Steps: Finally, after the teacher instructs on the initial skills, she must 
teach the steps in conflict resolution. She should model each of these steps using video 
examples. 

 Go to www.learningsciences.com/bookresources to download figures and tables.

Figure 7.1: Skill Set for Conflict Resolution
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